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Outline

•  Engineering stress-strain

•  True stress-strain

•  Mechanical testing

•  Effect of temperature, strain rate and hydrostatic pressure

•  Residual stress

•  Fatigue, creep

•  Yield criterion

•  Flow stress and work of deformation



Definition of  Stress and Strain

FIGURE 2.1  Types of strain. (a) Tensile. (b) Compressive. (c) 
Shear. All deformation processes in manufacturing involve 
strains of these types. Tensile strains are involved in 
stretching sheet metal to make car bodies, compressive 
strains in forging metals to make turbine disks, and shear 
strains in making holes by punching.

Engineering Normal Strain:

Shear Strain:

True stress

True strain



Tensile-Test



True Stress - True Strain Curve

FIGURE 2.5  (a) True stress--true strain 
curve in tension. Note that, unlike in an 
engineering stress-strain curve, the slope is 
always positive and that the slope decreases 
with increasing strain. Although in the elastic 
range stress and strain are proportional, the 
total curve can be approximated by the 
power expression shown. On this curve, Y is 
the yield stress and Yf is the flow stress. (b) 
True stress-true strain curve plotted on a 
log-log scale. (c) True stress-true strain 
curve in tension for 1100-O aluminum 
plotted on a log-log scale. 

Flow rule:



Relation



Temperature and Strain Rate Effects

m ranges from 0 to 1.0.

Strain rate:



Effect of Hydrostatic Pressure

FIGURE 2.13  The effect of hydrostatic pressure on 
true strain at fracture in tension for various metals. 
Even cast iron becomes ductile under high pressure. 

Hydrostatic pressure increases ductility



Compression

Barreling

Al

Baushinger effect



Hardness Tests

Hardness is not intrinsic 
material property

Hardness is proportional 
to yield strength



Fatigue and Creep

FIGURE 2.26  Typical S-N curves for two 
metals. Note that, unlike steel, aluminum 
does not have an endurance limit.

FIGURE 2.28  Schematic illustration of a typical 
creep curve. The linear segment of the curve 
(constant slope) is useful in designing components 



Residual Stress and its Effect

FIGURE 2.31  Distortion of parts with residual stresses after cutting 
or slitting: (a) rolled sheet or plate; (b) drawn rod; (c) thin-walled 

Residual stress: stress left in the part after unloading. 

FIGURE 2.32  Elimination of residual stresses by 
stretching. Residual stresses can be also reduced or 
eliminated by thermal treatments, such as stress 
relieving or annealing.



Yield Criteria

Maximum-shear-stress (Tresca) criterion :

Distortion-energy (Von Mises) criterion :



Flow Stress and Work of Deformation

FIGURE 2.37  Schematic illustration of true 
stress-true strain curve showing yield stress 
Y, average flow stress, specific energy u1 and 
flow stress Yf.

Flow stress:

Specific energy



Ideal & Redundant Work

FIGURE 2.38  Deformation of grid patterns in a 
workpiece: (a) original pattern; (b) after ideal 
deformation; (c) after inhomogeneous deformation, 
requiring redundant work of deformation. Note that 
(c) is basically (b) with additional shearing, especially at 
the outer layers. Thus (c) requires greater work of 
deformation than (b). See also Figs. 6.3 and 6.49.

Total specific energy:

Efficiency:

Heat rise in work piece:



Summary
•  Engineering stress-strain vs true stress-strain

•  Mechanical testing methods

•  Tension vs compression test

•  Important properties: Young’s modulus, yield strength, toughness, modulus of resilience

•  Effect of various parameters

•  Temperature

•  Strain rate

•  Loading direction (Baushinger effect)

•  Hydrostatic pressure

•  Residual stress

•  Yield criterion: Tresca vs Von Mises

•  Work of deformation  

•  Total work= ideal + frictional + redundant work

•  Heat generation in workpiece


